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The X Files  -  Tall Tales But True of Aircraft That Never “Made It”. 
In 1959, three German aircraft manufacturers formed a consortium to develop a Mach 2 Vertical 
Take Off & Land (VTOL) interceptor for the Federal German Defence Ministry. The three  
companies were Heinkel, Bölkow and Messerschmitt. They called themselves Entwicklungsring 
Süd. With a project as complex as this, international help was sought and, in all, 115 foreign  
companies had some sort of input into the project. Sixty were from the USA, thirty-five were from 
the UK and twenty were from France.  

The aircraft was a high wing monoplane, primarily of light alloy construction. The single occupant 
sat in a pressurized cockpit on a Martin-Baker ejector seat. The aircraft had six engines. They 
were 2,750 lb thrust Rolls-Royce RB.145. Two were mounted in the fuselage just aft of the cockpit 
and four in swivelling pods on each wing tip, mounted in pairs. The fuselage engines were only 
used for VTOL and slow speed flight while the wing tip engines were used for this also but had the 
additional tasks of transitional and horizontal flight. 

Two prototypes had been built after the configura-
tion was tested in a specially-built skeletal test rig. 
The first prototype, X-1, was flown for the first time 
on 10th April, 1963, in a free hover. In horizontal 
flight testing it had exceeded Mach 1 several times 
before it crashed in a vertical take-off mishap on 
14 September, 1964. That same year, Heinkel 
pulled out of the consortium. In 1965 the two  
remaining partners reformed calling themselves 
Entwicklungsring Süd GmbH or EWR for short. The second  
prototype, X-2, commenced testing and it differed from the first 
one by having 3,550 lb thrust afterburning version of the Rolls-

Royce RB.145 engines in the wing tip pods, giving greatly in-
creased power. The aircraft achieved a speed of Mach 1.4 in this  
configuration. In October,1965, the X-2 achieved the first full  
transitional flight but development ceased soon after with chang-
ing military requirements.  

The planned production version was to be called VJ 101D but 
would have been considerably different from the prototypes with 
the removal of the swivelling wing tip pods. It was envisaged that 
the aircraft would have a battery of Rolls-Royce RB.162 engines on the fuselage with the primary  
propulsion engines being Rolls-Royce RB.153 turboprop engines mounted in the rear of the  
fuselage and relying on thrust deflection. None of these aircraft were ever built. 
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Angel Flight Doctor. 
Professor David Gracey has been appointed to the 
board of Angel Flight, the first doctor to join the charity’s 
board. In accepting his appointment, Professor Gracey 
said he was honoured. “Angel Flight is an organisation 
that holds a special place in Australia’s heart and, in  
particular, rural and remote Australians. Undertaking my 
initial medical training in Western Australia, I  
understand first-hand the challenges remote families 
have in accessing vital medical treatment and the  
difference it can make to a family when the burden of 
cost in travelling long distances is removed.” 

“I am excited to use my new role to be an advocate for the work of Angel Flight and draw  
attention to the needs of regional communities, and I encourage my medical colleagues and 
health policy-makers to support the work of Angel Flight, its volunteer pilots and Earth Angel  
drivers.” 

Angel Flight CEO and Director, Marjorie Pagani, said the charity was privileged to have  
Professor Gracey join its governance team, particularly given his high level of expertise and  
commitment, both Australia-wide and internationally, to providing medical help and training to dis-
advantaged rural and remote communities.  

Professor Gracey is a Senior Specialist at the Renal Unit at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital in  
Sydney and the Statewide Renal Transplant Service with appointments at Wagga Wagga, Griffith 
and The Canberra Hospital. He is an Associate Professor at the Central Clinical School,  
University of Sydney. 
 

We’re Back! 
Since typing last month’s Go-Round, our club has sprung back to life, firstly with the hot party 
pies at the members’ Tuesday morning teas and, on Sunday 7th June, our 1st Sunday of the 
month meetings. That day saw six of our pilots escape the surly bonds of Earth to flit around the 
Fleurieu Peninsula with the wind beneath their wings. Accompanied by a photographer, they 
were tasked with capturing as many images as possible from a list of twenty “targets” provided by 
Captain Owen. The four Jabiru’s, one Sportstar and a C182 all returned safely in time for lunch, 
sporting their blurry efforts for Owen to examine. President David with his granddaughter-
photographer Summer got the gong with Neil Davis and photographer(??) yours truly being  
declared runner up. A great, relaxed, uncomplicated comp was enjoyed by all. 
 

The “Bear’s” Journey Home  -  Part 3 (Finale). 
In the May Go-Round, we left Mike Smith and his SeaBear amphibian in Haifa, Israel, still a long 
way from Darwin, where he would complete his plan to retrace the 1919 flight of the Vickers 
Vimy. The world in 2019 being very different to that which the Vimy flew in, Mike was unable to 
obtain clearances to land in Syria, Iraq or Iran. As a result, an early departure from Haifa saw him 
bypass Syria & Iraq for an overnight stop in Bahrain. The next day, the “Bear” took him over   
Dubai and along the edge of Iran before finally picking up the Vimy’s route again in Pakistan.  
After overnighting there it was on to Delhi, landing in the late afternoon. Mike described Delhi air-
port as “intriguing”. He was parked amongst more private jets than he had ever seen. He was told 
that India is a big country with many large companies in an enormous economy, which finds the 
use of private jets provides flexibility to visit cities not connected by scheduled airlines, in an  
efficient, cost-saving manner. 

Mike enjoyed a rest day in Delhi where he suffered the most scary experience of his whole trip. 
His Tuk Tuk driver missed a turn, so simply did a U-turn on the freeway and headed back into the 
on-coming traffic! 

(Continued on page 3) 
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(Continued from page 2) 
 

After suffering a delayed departure from India due to difficulties with immigration and ATC  
officials, Mike’s next stop was Yangoon (formally Rangoon), Myanmar, where he landed just be-
fore last light after a five hour flight. There he discovered that officials had never seen a plane 
with a tail wheel. They insisted that visiting aircraft must be hangered and could not be parked in 
the open over-night. Since their towing equipment was designed to attach to the nose wheel of 
large jets, the “Bear” had to be pushed manually for a couple of hundred metres (with the temper-
ature still in the high 20’s) to spend the night next to a jet and a huge hangar. 

An eight hour flight took Mike over the 
Gulf of Thailand to land in Singapore. 
From there the “Bear” tracked to  
Surabaya, Indonesia, and the trip’s 
penultimate stop, Dilli. And, finally, on 
the 9th of December, 2019, at 3.45 
pm, exactly 100 years after the  
Vickers Vimy, Mike Smith landed in 
Darwin, to be greeted by a thunder-
storm and a water arch from the fire 
trucks, to hand over the Australia post 
mail bag carrying exactly the same 
number of items, 364, as the Vickers Vimy did.  

Isn’t it amazing how far two little Rotax engines can take one? 

 

One Justifiably Proud Dad! 
Detective Senior Sergeant Michelle Cahalan, daughter of club Life Member, Terry, was awarded 
the Australia Police Medal in this year’s Queen’s Birthday awards. 
 

Carpe Diem  -  Seize the Day. 
Two separate groups of aviators have seized 
the opportunity to obtain clearances to fly, in 
formation, into Australian capital city airports 
where the usual flock of airliners are in hiberna-
tion. 

Group one, calling themselves “The Stooges”, 
flew four RV7’s  from Wedderburn (YWBN) 
near Appin, south of Sydney, into Kingsford 
Smith International via Prospect reservoir.  

Group two, called the “Wedgetails”, flew a 
mixed group of five single-engine aircraft  -  two 
PA28 Warriors, an Airtourer, a Decathalon and a 
CT4, from Lilydale (YLIL) in Victoria into Tullama-
rine International. They dubbed the flight 
“Operation Tulla Bucket”, Tulla for Tullamarine 
and Bucket because it was in their bucket list to 
fly formation into a capital city airport. On landing 
they were met by a “”follow me” car to taxi and 
park amongst a group of “brooding and bored” 
A320’s, B737’s & B787’s. 
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10 Years Ago. 
It may seem like yesterday to 
him, but it was ten years ago that 
our long-serving club secretary, 
Steve McGuiness, took the club 
syndicate’s Jabiru, “Spindrift” for a 
run over to Mount Beauty via  
Benalla. Whilst there he hire a  
Pilatus glider. Soaring at 4000 ft 
he remarked that, at that altitude, 
it was “unusual” to see dense 
thickets of trees gliding past his wing tip! 

It was also 10 years ago that treasurer Phil John and chef Clive 
Hopper visited Perth to view the Red Bull Air-Race along the 
Swan River, witnessing Mat Hall’s near disaster “taste of the 
water”. 

And, finally, ten years ago a “mostly intact” Grumman F6F3 
“Hellcat” was raised from 250’ deep water in Lake Michigan 
where it sank in a training accident in 1945. 
 

Two More Web Videos You Might Enjoy. 
Carrier “ziplip” landing. This is as close as we will ever get to knowing what it’s like to land an 
FA-18 on a carrier in complete radio silence. When Navy aircraft return to a carrier in good 
weather, it’s called a “Case I operation”. It’s normally done entirely visually and “ziplip”  -   no 
radio comms. In this video you can see the ‘enter’ sequence from the ‘break’ over the ship to 
the final arrestment. These pilots are amazing!! Pilots preparing for our club’s annual “Top 
Hook” comp take note! 
h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kqWnxFR6_w 

 

and   - 
 

This 7’ 34” video is about a local aviator by the name of Keith Jarvis, now deceased. Keith and, 
later his son, were, apparently, well known around the Fleurieu area  -  club Life Member Les 
Kovari  remembers Keith  -  and this documentary video shows lots of scenery that looks like 
the Aldinga hills. 
h�ps://sportaircra".org.au/aircr"-galleries/videos/keith-jarvis-his-aircra"/ 

Diary Dates. 

Sunday 5th July  -  We’re planning a fly-in to Kingscote to enjoy lunch at the new airport     
terminal building, to support a local business in the bush-fire ravaged island. If the weather is 
not suitable for flying, we’ll have the opportunity to “fly the simulator”, trying to handle a twin-

engine aircraft in the Aldinga circuit. Pilot briefing at 1000 hrs, followed by  BYO BBQ lunch (if 
we’re staying put) and a committee meeting at 1300 hrs. 

All Tuesdays in July  -  Club members morning tea, from 0930 hours. And who knows, you 
may get the opportunity to earn your refreshment with some maintenance work around the 
club? 

Sunday 2nd August  -  The 1st Sunday club meeting comp will be “Emergency Procedures”. 
Pilot briefing at 1000 hrs. BYO BBQ lunch from 1200 hrs. 

 


